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‘If you give us the best place in the 
world, it is not so good for us as this:’ 
Some Reflections on Catastrophe, 
Consciousness, and the Right to Home
HEATHER WILLIAMS 

How can we cope with the fear, if we cannot overcome the causes of the 
fear? How can we live on the volcano of civilization without deliberately 
forgetting about it, but also without su!ocating on the fears—and not just 
on the vapors that the volcano exudes?1

Ulrich Beck 

Everyone carries a history of contamination; purity is not an option.2

Anna Tsing 

BY THE END of August 2020, in a year that seemed to serve up nothing 
good, a fresh contagion had broken out in the U.S. West. Wild!res blan-

keted much of a sweltering California in smoke and falling ash. In Claremont, 
a southern California bedroom community 35 miles east of Los Angeles, I live 
in the shadow of two transverse ranges where the bone-dry forest was combust-
ing in two bookend !res. "e temperatures had risen in parts of the region to 
117 degrees over a hellish Labor Day weekend, and a thick haze of smoke made 
me conscious of every breath I took behind the mask I had on for the simulta-
neous emergency of particulate matter from the !res and from Covid-19. With 
air conditioning broken, the days inside my home had become unbearable. 
"e nightly ritual of opening all the windows to usher in the evening cool only 
sent ash and soot through the house. As I brushed ash o# my t-shirt when I 
walked outside, I wondered at the knowledge that these were bits of trees that 
had been alive the day, even hours, before. My eyes burned, my throat burned, 
my chest hurt. 
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In the jagged San Gabriel Mountains that rise over Los Angeles and Pas-
adena to the north and west of me, some unknown spark, probably from an 
electrical wire or a transformer, set the forests ablaze in a !re that would rage 
for !ve weeks through September and early October and burn 116,000 acres. 
To the east, where the San Bernardino Mountains tower over harder-luck and 
hotter cities of Fontana and Colton and Riverside and Jurupa, the !res and 
smoke compounded to make a toxic atmospheric soup in a mountain bowl 
that captures air circulating from the east and leaves it to linger for days at 
ground level, lung level.3 

"e San Bernardino !res had become, in the sti$ing moment, a source of 
popular outrage. In Yucaipa, a semi-rural hamlet at the base of the majestic 
11,000-foot Mount San Gorgonio, a young couple, eager to share their joy 
about a son they would soon bring into the world, used a pyrotechnic device 
for what was meant to be a burst of noise and blue smoke. "ey ignited the 
smoke bomb in a !eld of grass in a county park and set o# a !re that consumed 
23,000 acres of forest in two counties.4 "is inferno, soon dubbed the “El Do-
rado !re,” in what I wondered might be a touch of o%cial irony by the mar-
shals at CalFire, prompted a familiar round of popular recriminations, violent 
memes, and death threats to the couple sent over social media. 

 Whether the couple’s lethal stunt was born of willful malice or just whole-
sale ignorance of their surroundings is of little consequence; the collective out-
rage said more about what our real problems are. Recrimination for wild!res 
is a macabre pastime in California. "e news media report the details of !re 
marshal investigations, and the culprits—be they willful arsonists or feckless 
recreationists using !reworks or barbecues—become the target of imagined 
medieval punishments or at the very least, life sentences in prison. 

Meanwhile, our golden state burns, and we do our best to suppress our 
deeper knowledge that large !res here cannot be controlled so long as we live 
here the way we do. "e !res will come because the heat waves are longer and 
more intense by the year, the trees are dry and increasingly a&icted by bil-
lion-bug armies of shot hole borers and bark beetles. Southern California, with 
its luxury subdivisions and mini-ranches climbing the foothills and mountains, 
has also maintained a policy of strict !re suppression to protect private proper-
ty for a century and a half, even as other parts of the U.S. in the southeast and 
Midwest have long allowed some !re or even light burning as tool for forest 
and range management. "e result of !re suppression in Southern California, 
as !re historian Stephen Pyne points out, is a built environment that genera-
tions of !re!ghting families—mostly fathers and sons—have treated a !eld of 
ground and aerial warfare, with helitacks, air tankers, hot-shot crews, wildland 
!re engines, and incident command systems.5
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In this round of con$agrations, our woes in Southern California were 
dwarfed by !re catastrophes to the north of us. Fires around the San Francisco 
Bay Area burned 700,000 acres between them in !ve weeks. And those !res 
in turn were smaller in magnitude than the monster August Complex !re, an 
inferno set o# by dozens of lightning strikes from Tropical Storm Fausto. "is 
wild!re—a dreaded convergence of four separate !res in the Mendocino, Shas-
ta, Trinity, and Six Rivers Forests covering parts of seven of California’s giant 
counties—burned so hot and rapidly that by late August, much of the Coast 
Range had become its own raging weather system, a monstrous wind-fueled 
and wind-producing blowtorch consuming more than an acre of forest every 
ten seconds.6

"is !re, along with two other burns of unthinkable proportions, have 
given rise to a grim neologism, a “giga!re,” for !res that burn through more 
than a million acres.7 

 “I cannot be here anymore,” I heard myself say out loud as I walked in the 
late afternoon through the superheated bank of air and smoke. I looked up at 
the electric wires across the railroad easement that runs parallel to my street 
and thought about the voltage pulsing through them, powering the fans and 
vents and the air conditioners and the refrigerators and computers that make 
my home seem like a space capsule on a hostile planet. 

With my work as a professor converted to a virtual format because of the 
pandemic, I had the bitter luxury of being able to drive away from this for a 
few days. I thought about the ways that I, too, am a vector of mega!res, with 
my car and my climate control and meals made from food grown with petro-
leum and preserved with it too, in thousand-mile-long cool chains. A skill I 
have acquired in these days of climate change is deftly corralling my own guilt 
while letting it talk to me from the sidelines. I considered the ethics of escaping 
Southern California when in fact my actions were contributing to the heat that 
is combusting the forests. I thought about the people who didn’t have the op-
tion to do their work remotely, or whose jobs had evaporated in the pandemic.

Accepting the fact that one is implicated in the obliteration of the shelter-
ing landscape—its forests and its songbirds and its coastlines and tree-lined 
arroyos—is as excruciating to me as the spectacle of watching it burn, smelling 
it burn, even tasting bitter ash on the tongue. I heard Alice Walker in my mind. 
“"e Earth holds us responsible for our crimes against it, not as individuals, 
but as a species—this was message of the trees,” Walker wrote. “I found it to be 
a terrifying thought. For I had assumed that the Earth, the spirit of the Earth, 
noticed exceptions—those who wantonly damage it and those who do not. But 
the Earth is wise. It has given itself into the keeping of all, and all are therefore 
accountable.”8
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"ese are !res in !re ecologies. By some accounts, what is happening now 
is simply overdue clearing of brush that is part of forest regeneration. But 
mega!res in this era are more catastrophic than generative, burning hotter and 
deeper into the soil, burning through the bark of ancient evergreens such as 
the redwoods and the Giant Sequoias that have survived centuries of !re,9 
and leaving landscapes that are heavily characterized by non-native plants and 
grasses. Ecologists use the term “type conversion” to describe this ecological 
change from one plant community to another.10 What were largely pine for-
ests before these !res and the mega!res that have preceded them over the last 
decade in 2018, in 2017, in 2015, in 2012, will give way in many regions of 
California and the U.S. West to shrubland ecosystems. Evergreens will likely be 
replaced by oats, forbs, pampas grass, waxy scrub, low woody bushes and some 
fast-growing deciduous trees.11 

Scanning maps of air quality through the southern half of California, I 
determined that I would breathe better in the desert east of San Diego. It is a 
peculiar wonder that in these days when the federal government and the South 
Coast Air Quality Management Board work to roll back air quality regulations, 
their diligent career employees continue to produce more abundant and more 
precise data on air pollution, including the quantities of particulate matter, the 
ozone in the air, and daily forecasts of air quality for each Zip Code.

For the next day, I booked a motel. My two dogs were uneasy as I packed. 
I distracted them with squeaky toys and treats, but I knew they could read my 
face and they sensed that I was on edge. 

• • •

Voluntary displacement such as mine, even temporary, carries with it a grief at 
what is disappearing as one drives away. On the I-10 driving eastward, the !res 
mixed with the everyday crush of tra%c, with a smoke so thick that slow-driv-
ing cars and trucks had headlights on at mid-day. Trucks, always a heavy pres-
ence on the freeways, reminded me that commerce doesn’t stop, never stopped, 
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and that if at some point they did, we would be about 24 hours away from 
empty shelves and widening regional panic.12

Driving east and then south, one appreciates how much people continue 
to want to live in Southern California, or perhaps how much people need the 
jobs available in the tangle of 1.1 billion square feet of warehouse space and 
transport depots that make up the region’s logistics industry that moves 40 
percent of the goods going in and out of the United States through two gigan-
tic sea ports in Los Angeles and Long Beach.13 Despite the housing costs and 
the hazards, the inland expanses of this region are among the fastest-growing 
regions in the United States.14 Heading east and then south from my home on 
the I-15, I drove past thousands of new homes under construction, stretching 
into the dry grasslands around Lake Elsinore and Murrieta. 

"is corridor, hilly but not mountainous, these days looks to me like a 
Marine recruit getting a buzzcut, with patches of the sage-chaparral vegetation 
in place alongside strips that have been shaved bald. Near the Cajalco Road 
turno# in the boom city of Corona, where colossal warehouse complexes and 
big box stores have replaced citrus orchards, ranches, and dairy farms, I in-
stinctively steered into the left-most lane of the freeway to take a glimpse at a 
hillside that was covered in orange poppies last year. It was now scraped free 
of its topsoil where a housing subdivision is being built. Looking down from 
the freeway, one sees a small canyon with a corridor of elms, cottonwood, and 
sycamore where the ephemeral Temescal Creek runs through in wet years. As 
the hillsides go from poppies to lawns, the ferruginous hawks, orioles, wood-
peckers, and tadpoles I saw a year ago will have to !nd another place to go. 
"is, too, is an ecosystem that would burn periodically in its natural state 
from lightning strikes, but now will simply disappear because the urban areas 
upstream need to store the rain when it falls for lawns and taps and even, yes, 
demonstration conservation gardens.

An hour south of where I live, at the city of Temecula, I exited the inter-
state onto California Highway 79. "is corridor stretching down from Lake 
Elsinore put me further on edge. "e cities here are new developments, out-
posts of a peculiar kind of debt-fueled 21st-century middle-class striving. "e 
distances to white-collar jobs in Los Angeles and Orange County are long, but 
the monthly mortgage payments on single-family homes with modest yards 
are in reach for people willing to put up with the sprawl. It is an area that is 
incongruously white and reactionary in an increasingly nonwhite, Latinx and 
stalwartly left-of-center California. "e city attracted attention from the An-
ti-Defamation League in 2020, when it published a heat map of white suprem-
acist hate groups and ballooning extremist right-wing propaganda,15 with Te-
mecula earning one of the largest heat polygons in the region. I am reminded 
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of this as I pass the Rancho Community megachurch campus. At a stoplight, I 
found myself behind a white Ford pickup that a few seconds back had swerved 
in front of me. I stared at the scratches in the chrome next to a bumper sticker 
with an assault ri$e on it. 

During these pancaking calamities of disease and pandemic and economic 
crisis, I wondered what other people in tra%c were thinking. Temecula is the 
heart of California’s deep-red 50th district, on the border of Riverside and San 
Diego Counties. In 2018, Duncan Hunter, a congressman already indicted for 
campaign !nance violations, won over his opponent Ammar Campa-Najjar, a 
Latino-Arab candidate, in a rancid, race-baiting campaign.16 After Hunter re-
signed to go to prison in 2020, the seat remained empty as a multi-way race left 
Campa-Najjar running a second time for Congress, this time against Darrell 
Issa, a notorious in$uence peddler, race-baiter, probable arsonist and gay-baiter 
who represented a next-door district San Diego County until 2018. Even in a 
national election that went heavily toward Democrats, in a state where Biden 
won over Trump by nearly 30 percentage points, Issa won the election in Te-
mecula’s District 50 by nine percentage points in November 2020.17

Temecula stretches some ten miles east along the main highway. A rural 
outpost twenty years ago, the city of 114,000 has been assembled in giant 
blocks of planned subdivisions of single family homes and commercial cen-
ters, exemplars of what Marc Augé has memorably called “non-places.”18 "e 
grocery chains and the fast food outlets announce themselves with precision 
curb cuts and uniform signage until the city simply peters out into half-built 
lots. "e highway narrows and the view changes to ranches nestled in oak and 
chaparral landscapes. Here and there beyond Temecula, gated communities of 
mansions lie incongruently among the small wood and stone houses of people 
who settled here to gain distance from the sprawl. "e gated communities, 
though, with their manicured hedges and covenants and elaborate iron fences 
and urban amenities, are like prospectors’ stakes; it is only a matter of a few 
years before the space between them and the outskirts of the mass subdivisions 
disappears into more concrete and commerce.19 

"e smoke that had hung overhead for 70 miles since I left Claremont 
!nally eased; a hazy blue sky emerged as Temecula disappeared behind me. 
After 30 minutes, I passed the oak-lined village of Sunshine Summit and drove 
through an area of wide !elds and low peaks of sage scrub meadows near the 
town of Warner Springs. "e town of 1500 people, almost none of whom are 
ever in sight from the road, is eternally on the cusp of a leisure-industry boom. 
A sign indicates that a local country club with manicured greens is again for 
sale. 
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"ere was no smoke in Warner Springs, no helicopters dropping $uores-
cent slurries of fertilizer and viscous water on the forest. Fires of a di#erent 
sort lingered in the air. Warner Springs is an eerie place, the site of the most 
signi!cant regional revolt of native peoples after the U.S. invasion of Mexico 
in 1846 and the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo in 1848 that made Alta Califor-
nia the property of the United States. "e new California state legislature was 
eager to rid the new U.S. acquisition of any prior claims, and in 1850 passed 
the perversely named Act of the Government and Protection of Indians that 
subjected native Californians to forced labor, !nes, and crippling local taxes. 
Two years later, the legislature would drop any pretense of protecting native 
Californians and would allocate $1.5 million to pay bounties on their scalps. 
Realizing that land invasions, violence, and hunger would be a calamity for the 

Map of the 
author’s 
journey
Illustrations for 
this article by 
Rae Minji Lee
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native bands in the region, Antonio Garra, a cosmopolitan in the native Cali-
fornia world—a man who was possibly Quchan by birth, but who spoke !ve 
Indian languages and had been appointed a naat, or headman of the Cupeño 
people near what is now Warner Springs—assembled a coalition of tribes to 
resist the invaders in 1851. “If we lose this war—all will be lost—the world,” 
he declared to the !ghters in the coalition.20 

"e revolt was short-lived; a betrayal by one of the leaders of the coalition 
resulted in Garra’s capture and execution. Anglo settlers meanwhile burned 
Cupa to the ground, and the Cupeños were denied the right to live on the 
lands they had occupied for a thousand years, and to which they had a U.S. 
Constitutional right under the Treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo. With some in 
exile and others in de!ant occupation of lands nearby, generations of Cupeños 
continued to insist that the land was theirs, and they fought their case all the 
way to the U.S. Supreme Court. In 1901, in the case Barker v. Harvey, the 
Court rea%rmed California courts’ opinion that the village of Cupa belonged 
to the white men occupying it. Two years later, in what the Cupeño call their 
Trail of Tears, an Indian Bureau agent arrived with 44 armed guards to evict 
the Cupeño holdouts and force them on a march to the Pala Valley, where the 
federal government had purchased reservation land they considered more than 
suitable for the needs of Cupeños.21 

"e loss of home was a wound that yet had not healed. Chief Cecilio 
Blacktooth, explaining to government agents in 1902 why one “suitable” piece 
of land could not be exchanged for home, said: 

You see that Eagle-Nest Mountain and that Rabbithole Mountain? 
When God made them, He gave us this place. We'have always been 
here. We do not care for any other place. It may be good, but it is 
not ours. We have always lived here. We would rather die here. Our 
fathers did. We cannot leave them. Our children born here—how 
can we go away? If you give us the best place in the world, it is not so 
good for us as this.22

Contemplating home and the loss of it, my eyes began to follow a turkey 
vulture circling above a rural airport built for glider planes on a $at plain that 
was once a carefully !re-managed pasture and vernal pool. Stopping for a few 
minutes, I noted that the heat was still intense, but the air did not burn when I 
breathed, and now, !nally away from the incessant din of freeways and gener-
ators and endless construction and lawn maintenance in Claremont, there was 
silence. "e vulture, never once $apping its wings, rode a thermal upward. I 
marveled at its prowess in $ight. 

"e turkey vulture, alowwahkah to the Cupeño and the Luiseño,23 remains 
a bit player in the animal pantheon of the Anglos who took over here. Chalk 
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it up, possibly, to the compound name that evokes orneriness and a holiday 
dinner, on the one hand, and cadaver-eating on the other. "e Cathartes aura 
evokes few appreciative nods when compared to the awe expressed at sightings 
of bald eagles or the red-tailed hawks or ospreys or even the scavenger cousin 
of the turkey vulture, the California condor.

According to Luiseño scholars, vulture feathers were prized in region-
al trading circles for skirts and ceremonial uses.24 Vultures elsewhere are also 
noticed and venerated. In antiquity, Egyptians assigned their native vulture a 
hieroglyph for the letter “A” and believed that they were all females and were 
born without the intervention of males. "ey symbolized purity and mother-
hood and the endless cycle of birth and death.25 "e aura in the North Amer-
ican vulture’s taxonomic name means gold. Cathartes comes from the Greek 
word καθαρτής, meaning “to purify.” In Tibet, vultures are sometimes viewed 
as disguised d(kin)s, “unpredictable, semiwrathful, dancing spirit-[women] 
who [appear] in visions.”26 In a death ritual still practiced in parts of Tibet, the 
deceased are o#ered to the vulture and the consciousness is transported to the 
sky, where it awaits reincarnation.27 

Is it because of its smaller wingspan that we make so little of its presence 
among us, or is it because the turkey vulture has done relatively well in peri-ur-
ban landscapes? Dissimilar to the California condor, who in earlier times the 
vulture often led to food sources, Cathartes aura have not succumbed to the 
bioaccumulation of chemicals and heavy metals in the carrion they feed on. 
"ey in fact appear to have considerable ability to adapt to us, to thrive with 
us on our discard landscapes. Biologists have noted their ability to use methane 
vents from land!lls and power plants to scavenge extra hours of the day and 
thus to increase their staying power on land scarred by our ambitions or our 
negligence.28 "eir innovation recalls the essays of biologist Helen MacDonald, 
who remarks on birds’ nests made from cigarette butts, old wire, or underwear 
stolen from clothes lines. “"eir meaning is always woven from things that are 
partly bird and partly human,” she writes.29 Adding to that, one might consider 
Cathartes aura our golden puri!ers, living with us in what anthropologist Anna 
Tsing has called a “contaminated diversity.”30

Tsing and her collaborators in the Anthropocene Project conceived at Aar-
hus University provide a path to collective self-understanding in ways that 
could allow us to act with greater care toward one another and the planet. Es-
chewing much of standard social science conventions that place walls between 
observed fact and the experience of observing fact, they experiment with nar-
rative form in their writings to incorporate discussion of loss, grief, guilt, and 
disbelief at the speed at which both whole ecosystems and our collective will to 
spare them are coming undone. 
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In their recent volume of brilliant, often non-linear accounts of people 
dealing with death and life, madness, and memory in the wake of environ-
mental plunder and exploitation in Arts of Living on a Damaged Planet, Tsing 
and collaborators o#er the idea of ghosts and monsters as frameworks for de-
scribing experience during capitalism’s !nal, sputtering stages. “Monsters are 
bodies tumbled into bodies,” they explain, pointing to the inextricability of the 
human from the nonhuman, of species from species, of life-forms from the in-
organic. “"e art of telling monstrosity,” they insist, “requires stories tumbled 
into stories.”31 Ghosts, in turn, are events of the past that lose form in imperfect 
memory in their absence as a community of beings. "ey haunt events of the 
present, shaping outcomes. "e Cupeños are no longer their natal village, no 
longer harvesting acorns and managing the bunchgrasses, manzanita and sage, 
no longer tending vernal pools. After their expulsion from Cupa, the landscape 
changed dramatically as Anglo settlers put cattle and sheep on the land and 
suppressed !re. With livestock and orchards on the land, plants like mustard, 
clover, bindweed, and orchard grass became part of the Santa Rosa Plateau. By 
the mid-20th century, chemicals and mowers changed parts of the land again 
into manicured golf greens. Is Cathartes aura the ghost who haunts this place, 
wordlessly witnessing the changes and adapting to them in ways that make us 
uncomfortable? Again, MacDonald’s re$ections on non-human sentience of 
birds come to mind: “What have they made out of what we have made of this 
world?” she asks.32

I drove onward from Warner Springs into a borderline ecosystem where 
oak and chaparral give way to high desert. Around the tiny hamlet of Ranchi-
ta, one emerges from the chaparral-oak forest into grasslands punctuated by 
giant granite boulders. "ey are neither cli#s nor gs, but simply giant boulders 
strewn about, as if a deity had begun assembling a toy, and then had wan-
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dered away in frustration when a part went missing. Geologically speaking, the 
boulders are remnants of ancient magmatic explosions of the Cretaceous peri-
od that created the Peninsular range of the Santa Rosa plateau and the Sierra 
Nevada to the north. "e light and the aroma of the desert meeting the scrub 
forest at this place are so unique that time folds and brings me back to the !rst 
time I passed through here twenty-!ve years ago. My partner at the time, an 
avid outdoorsman, told me that he had hiked in groups many times in the sur-
rounding desert with a guy he called Ranchita Ted, an itinerant man who, my 
partner told me, had made a pledge sometime in his youth to live on no more 
than $5,000 a year. No one in hiking circles knew much more about him, even 
his last name, where he slept, whether he had a family, what he did to earn the 
tiny allotment he lived on. But he carried the respect, even veneration, of oth-
er hikers, who wondered why they labored for so many hours a week to earn 
multiples of Ted’s pledged maximum, mostly to gather their greatest happiness 
in the same desert wilderness that Ranchita Ted lived in every day. I never met 
Ranchita Ted, never saw a picture of him, but whenever I pass through, I look 
for him. Or his ghost.

Beyond Ranchita, the Santa Rosa plateau ended, and the vast Sonoran 
Desert came into view 3,000 feet below. "e valley is not $at, though; the far-
o# horizon is slanted, with the southern horizon rising over the north. "is is 
the contour of the Imperial Valley tilting into the Salton Sink, now the Salton 
Sea, another haunted landscape with bodies tumbled into bodies, stories tum-
bled into stories. 

On a winding ecotone road leading into the valley below, sage scrub be-
comes dormant brittlebush becomes cholla, cacti, and creosote. I stopped in 
Borrego Springs, nestled at the feet of the Santa Rosa range. My dogs were 
antsy—it had been a long drive, and they are stalwartly home-accustomed 

Santa Rosa Mts.
Photograph by author
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creatures. "e car was arti!cially cooled, but their noses were up against the 
windows in 108-degree heat. "ey knew we were not where we should be. 

Given that this is a destination for the masses in springtime when rains are 
followed by wild$ower blooms in the Anza-Borrego State Park that surrounds 
the town, I had imagined that I would be joining hundreds of people escaping 
the smoke in Los Angeles and the Inland Empire. But I seemed to have bucked 
a trend. I checked into the Borrego Palms Motel and RV Park, a low-brow, 
unpretentious place themed as an Old West town. 

On the false fronts built into the motel buildings, there were jaunty signs 
for a bank, a dry goods store, a cantina, a Miss Kitty’s Dance Hall. My room 
was in the barber shop, complete with a red, white, and blue barber pole. As 
I clambered up the stairs with my suitcase and two dogs in tow, the other 
guests—two sunburned blond men, waist deep in the swimming pool holding 
beers in foam cozies, yelled up to me, asking me jovially about getting a hair-
cut. I was reminded, thinking back to the crawling normal tra%c on the smoky 
freeway, that most people were normalizing the moment, forests on !re, world 
pandemic and all.

I ensconced my dogs in the motel room, with water and treats and beds 
brought from home. I decided that I absolutely could lose my mind entirely 

Borrego Palms Motel
Photograph by author
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here, in an ersatz barber shop. Drinking seemed like the right thing to do. "e 
attendant at the front desk generously gave me four bottles of cheap prosecco 
as a welcoming gift, so I descended to the pool area to chat with the sun-
burned men and I quickly downed one of the bottles of !zzy wine and started 
on another. "e sunburned men were from Newport Beach. One told me he 
managed an ultra-luxury Pavilions grocery store; the other said he built houses. 
"ey remarked that they were there for a four-wheel driving expedition, and 
they explained all the features of the grocery manager’s new 2020 Ford 150 
Raptor. "is is an o#-road truck that has, I now know, a 3.5-Liter EcoBoost 
V6 that lays down an impressive 510 pound-feet of torque, climbs rock piles 
with ease, and propels the truck to 60 mph in 5.1 seconds. 

"rough the haze of heat and the prosecco, bu#ered by the pool, I looked 
at the empty motel-cum-Old West town, and I decided that the resort was nei-
ther imitation nor irony. Jean Baudrillard would call it an instance of the “hy-
perreal,” in which there is no distinction between the real and the represented. 
In one memorable essay where he developed his theory of the simulacrum, 
Baudrillard theorized about Disneyland, in Orange County, where the men are 
from, deciding that Disneyland was what he called “a third-order simulation,” 
in which its Frontierland and its Tomorrowland and its Main Street, U.S.A. 
were neither representations of reality nor distortions of reality, but instead 
markers of the absence of a !xed reality. “Disneyland is there to conceal the fact 
that it is the ‘real’ country, all of ‘real’ America, which IS Disneyland,” Baudril-
lard wrote. “Disneyland is presented as imaginary in order to make us believe 
that the rest is real, when in fact all of Los Angeles and the America surround-
ing it are no longer real, but of the order of the hyperreal and simulation.”33 

Like Disneyland, this Old West motel functions as a necessary counterpart 
to Temecula and Lake Elsinore and Corona and Claremont, which present 
themselves as real and sustainable urban settlements but which ultimately are 
as ephemeral as this pretend Old West town at the edge of the desert. 
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• • •

Southern Californians mask the aridity of their arid region with tropical veg-
etation and lawns and work assiduously to suppress the !re in their !re ecol-
ogies. But they are also obsessed with the true desert that lies beyond their 
mountain barriers. From the Sonoran Desert up through the Mohave Desert 
and the Great Basin stretching through Nevada and Utah to Salt Lake City, 
they party in them, create art in them, build jackrabbit weekend homesteads 
in them, build empires of irrigated !elds in them, explode nuclear bombs in 
them.

William Fox writes in his brilliant book, Playa Works: !e Myth of the Emp-
ty, that “the low humidity and lack of verticals play games with our visual !eld. 
Light does not scatter on droplets of water; colors often don’t shift to blue in 
the distance. "e far and the near are not clearly distinguished; this makes des-
erts transformative spaces—perception of paleo brain is at once one of danger 
from the lack of green, but also of fascination…If the lack of visual cues leads 
to our walking in a circle, it can also dramatically increase our haptic, or whole-
body, perception of the landscape. In the desert you can feel as if, by being 
radically diminished in size, you are properly scaled to the planet.”34 

In this corner of California, a calamitous illusion of the empty was the 
19th-century quest to turn the land a stone’s throw southeast of Borrego 
Springs into verdant expanse of farms and orchards. "e idea was to use the 
new science of irrigation to “reclaim” the land for white Christian civilization, 
in an explicit reference to Genesis. Irrigation was not just a technology con-
veying water from rivers to !elds. It was men wielding a tool of the divine: re-
versing God’s expulsion of Adam and Eve from Eden. As California Governor 
George Pardee proclaimed to reclamation boosters at the National Irrigation 
Congress in 1903, referring to the triumph of the City of Riverside and its 
surrounding orchards, “With the factor of moisture under the control of man, 
his control over the creation of wealth is vastly enhanced. Civilization is based 
upon the existence of wealth, since empires are based on population … Man 
can by his will create [irrigation] States, and in the exercise of his power he does 
most truly resemble the gods.”35

Land developers were ecstatic at the prospect of transforming these lands 
of creosote and cholla into farmland and towns, seized decades before from the 
Kumeyaay and the Tipai peoples with Spanish missions, smallpox, and bul-
lets. "e developers painted a picture for investors of a forsaken desert giving 
way to anointed !elds of wheat, alfalfa, and apricots. Charles Rockwood, the 
founder of the California Development Company, recruited irrigation wun-
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derkind George Cha#ey, who had built celebrity and a fortune in the Inland 
Empire in the 1880s building “model colonies” of irrigated, ready-to-buy cit-
rus homesteads along the new Santa Fe and Standard Paci!c railroad lines. 
Now, Rockwood had Cha#ey turn his sights to this bigger, more ambitious 
venture in the Sonoran Desert. As Cha#ey had done in Etiwanda (now Ran-
cho Cucamonga) and Ontario, Cha#ey and Rockwood’s company would build 
alcohol-free, white, Protestant townsites complete with electricity, schools, and 
town squares laid out in grids for well-heeled buyers who would have clean air 
and a salutary rural life, but also avoid the drudgery of farm life through the 
magic of a seemingly endless supply of East Asian and Mexican immigrant la-
borers and native Californians, whose reservations, where they existed, lacked 
the water and acreage to provide their own subsistence. 

Demigods in the local broadsheets they often published themselves, ir-
rigators had made fortunes previously with water engineering in the Inland 
Empire. But in this place, they did not begin to know what they did not know. 
Issuing stock certi!cates for the land company to gather cash for expansion but 
not overspend it on water operations, the California Development Company 
engineers built a 14-mile-long canal with a wooden head gate connecting the 
!ssiparous lower Colorado River to the northward-trickling channel of the 
small Alamo River. 

Cha#ey and his engineers understood little of the workings of the Colo-
rado River that brought the snowmelt of 246,000 acres in six mountain states 
from Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, New Mexico and Arizona. "eir 
!rst problem was its enormous silt loads. Named by the Spanish for its turbid, 
red waters, the Colorado River carried 500,000 tons of silt and sediment per 
day—enough to !ll 1,400 ship cargo containers every 24 hours.36 When the 
river was low in the dry season, the canal simply silted up faster than workers 
could clear it. By 1905, the company was near bankruptcy, and George Rock-
wood ordered a makeshift diversion into the Alamo River from the Colorado, 
this time with no gates to control $ows of water. In the spring of 1905, follow-
ing high snows in the West the previous winter, $oodwaters poured into the di-
version at a velocity that scoured the tiny Alamo, and the entire river changed 
course, now $owing backward, northward, toward the Imperial Valley and into 
the Salton Sink, which lies 269 feet below sea level. From 1905 to 1907, the 
Salton Sink !lled with Colorado River water until makeshift levies made of 
odd materials, including old train cars thrown across the river’s path, forced the 
river back into the channel leading southward to Mexico and the Sea of Cortes. 

It was not the !rst time that water $owed there: over a period of 40 mil-
lennia, water had appeared and disappeared for intervals lasting centuries. In 
its last iteration ending in the sixteenth century, the ancient Lake Cahuilla had 
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supplemented mixed economies of agriculture, gathering, and !shing in the 
region.37 Absent new deliveries from the Colorado River, the Salton Sea would 
have dried up once again after some decades in the searing heat of the Sonoran 
Desert. But in the 20th century, California’s newest, largest lake, 40 miles in 
length and 10 miles in width, would have a new role. In 1928, the U.S. govern-
ment set about building a canal running parallel to the U.S.-Mexican border 
and diverting enough Colorado River water to irrigate 650,000 acres of desert 
in the Imperial Valley and the Coachella Valley that borders it to the north. 
Wastewater from the irrigated !elds in turn drained into the Salton Sea. 

In a place where water is more precious than gold, the portion of the riv-
er the U.S. federal government diverted toward farmland in this desert was 
a king’s ransom. Here, where it rains on average just 3 inches a year, over 
1,000 square miles of !elds receive enough water to cover them to a depth of 
!ve feet. Even today, with federally mandated cutbacks to Southern California 
agriculture from the lower Colorado River, desert irrigation in the Imperial 
and Coachella Valleys puts as much water on land as the rainiest state in the 
continental U.S., Louisiana, where precipitation averages 60 inches per year.38 

"e Salton Sea became the ghostly photonegative image of a 21st-century 
California wild!re—an unsolvable dilemma of what to do once settled water 
rights and river basin engineering together created a regional economy, a way 
of life, and a powerful cohort of landowners who in turn would shape local 
water agencies. "e agencies ostensibly exist to build and maintain the infra-
structure that sends the water to people who hold legal claims to it, but they 
also advocate ferociously on behalf of the landowners themselves, who can use 
their allocations to water their !elds or sell their year’s water to thirsty agencies 
in Los Angeles and San Diego. 

"e Salton Sea encodes a history of these arrangements. Its placid, broad 
blue surface for a brief time became a chimera of American mid-century uto-
pia: a world where modern industrial agriculture could provide win-win ar-
rangement for farms and people. In the early decades of the 20th century, 
sport !shermen $ocked to its shores and bird watchers delighted at the $ocks 
of migratory birds that descended in multitudes. But by the 1980s, where Rock 
Hudson once water-skied, and where Frank Sinatra and Jerry Lewis visited 
their friend Guy Lombardo on his yacht in the Salton Sea in the 1950s, where 
the Beach Boys lounged at the North Shore yacht club, and where President 
Dwight Eisenhower golfed, there was little left of leisure culture.39 Within a 
generation, the lake fell from favor as salts and nitrates accumulated in this sea 
without an outlet. A sulfuric stench took hold of the basin, a smell so strong 
that on days when temperature and humidity are high, even the tony residents 
of Palm Springs can smell the sea 30 miles away. 
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Plans for exurban subdivisions that would line this desert vacationland 
were mostly scrapped by the 1980s. In Salton City, on the west side of the sea, 
a web of curvilinear streets and home pads lie mostly unoccupied. "e curbs 
have crumbled, the streets are decaying. A few boosters remain. Salton City Re-
alty, ensconced in a decaying, two-story building clad in salvaged metal siding 
and rimmed at the top by a broad wooden sconce painted to resemble Spanish 
tile, advertises “Lots for Sale! WILL FINANCE FOR $100 DOWN!” 

"e east side of the Salton has fared better by embracing the irony and 
catastrophism of the place. "e Skin Inn bar at Bombay Beach, on the stinking 
shore of the sea, surrounded by sand, animal skeletons, and pieces of machines 
that have come apart, is now a destination for "ose In "e Know. A motley 
assortment of drifters, artists, musicians and !lmmakers have taken over the 
ruins of a World War II U.S. Marine Corps training camp at Slab City and 
stage concerts and parties on the weekends on a makeshift stage for Los Ange-
les hipsters who arrive for an o#-the-grid desert experience. "e venue creates 
the sense of what anthropologist Victor Turner theorized as liminality, or ritual 
participation in which individuals brie$y !nd themselves in an in-between 
space, beyond the reach of social hierarchies and expectations of rule-bound 
behavior.40 At the entrance, one passes by the massive art installation of Leon-
ard Knight, who over decades has used tens of thousands of gallons of paint 
and innumerable reclaimed objects to make Salvation Mountain. At the center 
of the installation, in giant red and pink letters on a painted hillock, built up 
over years of daily labor with layers of adobe clay, is the message, “God is Love.” 

Salvation Mountain
Photograph by author
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A memorable part of the movie, Into the Wild, with Leonard DiCaprio playing 
the part of a doomed Christopher McCandless, was !lmed here. Referencing 
the !lm or simply each other’s online stories, thousands of people now pass 
through, taking pictures of themselves in the thin desert air, the riotous colors 
!lling the frame around them. 

Art world weekend sojourners come and go for sel!es with this desert 
"anatos, but the Salton Sea remains an essential habitat in decay with which 
no one knows how to deal justly. "e Audubon Society notes that the sea has 
become one of the most important homes for birds in North America, identi-
fying 400 species who nest, stop over, or winter on its shores or in the riparian 
zones of the drainage canals and the two embattled rivers that feed it.41 "e 
accumulating salts, however, require a heavy energy output for even salt-tol-
erant birds’ glands to !lter, leaving them hungry and vulnerable to disease. 
Meanwhile, other species who utilize the less saline riparian areas of the New 
River and Alamo River in the south are vulnerable to pathogens, such as the 
avian cholera outbreaks that in recent years have cut down legions of birds at 
the outlet of the New River. A grim task for the biologists at the Salton Sea 
National Wildlife Refuge is to collect tens of thousands of cadavers for disposal 
in an on-site incinerator, hoping to contain the avian pandemic.42 Even with 
a steady incineration of the birds in the refuge, bird cadavers litter the sides 
of the sea outside the reserve where their systems were overwhelmed by salts, 
by poisons that have accumulated in the !sh, or simply by hunger as even the 
salt-tolerant tilapia and crustaceans in the sea diminish in number. "e succes-
sive die-o#s are such that the Salton Sea’s beaches are now an accumulation of 
carbon matter and bleached bones that crack underneath the shoes of anyone 
who walks its spongy shores. 

"e Salton Sea is an anthropogenic succession ecology. A federal agreement 
that had kept water going to the sea until 2017 has now expired. "e Salton 
Sea will recede again, this time because water rights holders in the Imperial Val-
ley are increasingly leasing their allocations to the Metropolitan Water District 
that serves 19 million urban customers from Los Angeles to San Diego, and to 
growing desert cities like Palm Desert. "e Salton Sea has a small number of 
champions who tout the possibilities for its rehabilitation as a recreation zone, 
but the greater number of people who pay attention to calls to save it are doing 
so for two reasons. First, managers must maintain the embattled surface of the 
sea for birds; and second, they must keep the bottom of the sea covered because 
it is, e#ectively, a toxic waste dump. 

"e Salton Sea $oor scares even the most sanguine politicians and ca-
reer o%cials in the state’s health and air quality agencies. "e areas of greatest 
population in Imperial County lie to the southeast of the Salton Sea in and 
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around Imperial Valley agriculture. Brawley, Niland, Calexico, Westmoreland, 
Calpatria, and El Centro are decidedly un-fancy towns where many residents’ 
employment is tied to agriculture, and where the cost of living is lower than 
any other part of Southern California. Median household income, at around 
$45,000, is a third below the national median, and at any given time over 20 
percent of the county’s mostly Latinx residents live below the poverty line. 
Country living, however, is anything but healthful here: the air quality is of-
ten the worst in the state, and the county has the highest rates of emergency 
room visits and hospitalization for children in California.43 With the Salton 
Sea receding and desert winds frequently blowing over 10 miles per hour in 
the valley, particulate matter reaches dangerous levels for months at a time. 
"e aerosols and dust coming o# the !elds and the exposed sea bottom are 
a witches’ brew of toxins. Selenium and arsenic are in high concentrations, 
as are pesticides. Georeferenced maps of pesticide use on the websites Track-
ing California and CalEnvironscreen show pesticide use per square mile in 
the southern Imperial Valley in the 90th to 99th percentile statewide. Several 
heavily-treated square mile quadrants show yearly applications of insecticides, 
herbicides and soil sterilizers at twenty times the state median level.44 Also, due 

Salton Sea
Photograph by author
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to dust and tillage, outbreaks of a disease borne of a fungus endemic to these 
soils, Valley Fever, sends scores of people, especially children, to the hospital. 

As California’s population grows and the state warms, the multi-year 
droughts will force the state and federal governments to reckon with so many 
people living up against its forests and, in so doing, unwittingly setting them 
ablaze. "e state will also have to make choices about what to do about its 
engineered hydroscapes that also have wide-ranging e#ects on the lower atmo-
sphere. 

• • •

In Borrego Springs, I spent my days mostly indoors conferring with my stu-
dents and colleagues through the bizarre and yet not wholly impersonal elec-
tronic environment of a Zoom room. Sa#ron and Jupiter were confused but 
remained mercifully patient while I mostly ignored them for hours at a time. 
We all looked forward to the periods just before dawn and at dusk when the 
desert’s blistering heat lifted and we could hike on paths leading north, east, 
and west of us toward open land, hills, and mountain canyons. I felt grateful 
for the desert. At dawn when a raven $ew overhead, I could hear the air dis-
placed by its wings. "e faint scraping sound of beetles digging holes in the 
ground called me to stop and watch in wonder. 

We walked slowly. I rid their paws every so often of cactus spines; a little 
cholla ball broke o# at one point into Sa#ron’s wiry fur and she fussed as 
I disentangled the cactus and ended up with a hand full of spines myself. I 
worried that these suburban rescue mutts would have no residual instincts to 
steer clear of rattlesnakes. On one morning before sunup, silence and soft pink 
light around us, we listened to a column of coyotes in high pursuit of some 
prey, probably one of the hundreds of jackrabbits we saw in great abundance 
all around us at the motel. "e coyotes made short work of their breakfast, 
whose capture they celebrated with whoops and screams. Seconds later, the 
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pack emerged from the brush, ready for a second course. "ey spotted us, a 
hundred yards away and on the other side of the road. I knew they knew that 
I was too big for them to risk attacking the three of us, but there was a long 
staredown with the well-fed, muscular alpha female who trotted up the side of 
the road toward us. She neared, and then sauntered back into the brush with 
her pack, sending an insouciant look at my bigger dog Sa#ron, who stared in 
wonder at the pack leader. 

Overhead, the skies were turning hazy. "e smoke from the !res was thick-
ening, though it was far better than in Claremont. Reading the news, I not-
ed a story reporting that the smoke in the high atmosphere had reached the 
East Coast.45 Other stories indicated that the !ne ash from these millions of 
burned trees will travel thousands of miles more, even disastrously, to Arctic 
glaciers, where the black soot from the !res absorbs solar radiation, reducing 
the heat-de$ecting albedo of the white snows, and thus accelerates melting and 
temperature rises.46 None of us are outside this loop. 

"e smoke clouds streaking the sky were a brownish-white—more Aarhus 
ghosts, colliding temporalities. We live on this planet, breathing, moving, liv-
ing and dying in an ancient atmosphere that now bears the measurable physical 
accumulation of carbon and chemicals that we have sent into it for generations. 
And we are led to believe that we are locked into pumping out exponentially 
more of them for generations to come. 

• • •

Realistically, can we—can our culture, can our states and institutions of 
law—back away from base assumptions of ever-normalcy, of business-as-usual? 
In 1903, the Supreme Court, assured by federal agents that Cupeños would be 
moved to land just as good as their ancestral homelands, held that John Trum-
bull Warner’s ranch had been obtained illegally, but that sixty years of white 
owners made it theirs in perpetuity. 
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Similarly, does the pro$igate burning of fossil fuels and the release of per-
sistent toxins over generations render claims of youth and future generations to 
a homeland null and void? As a professor, I honestly did not think I would be 
facing college students in the year 2020 with no binding global restrictions on 
carbon emissions. As evidence has mounted through my lifetime of carbon and 
nitrogen cycling out of control at a planetary level, I !nd myself dumbfounded 
at the enduring power of business and political actors who are intent on fur-
ther deregulating chemical and mining industries and subsidizing a minimally 
regulated and already obscenely subsidized fossil fuel industry.

In the face of foot-dragging, inaction, and even violence by national states 
and legislatures, and outright lies and strong-arming by the world’s behemoth 
oil and chemical companies, the calls for climate justice that should call our at-
tention most are lawsuits around the world being !led by children. "ey are, in 
every sense, a revisiting and a planetary escalation of the Cupeños’ legal claim 
a century ago—a right to home. 

Many respected legal analysts consider cases being put before courts by 
youth plainti#s in venues such as Holland, Portugal, Pakistan, Colombia, 
Ireland, Canada, Uganda, Norway, New Zealand, Australia and the United 
States as risky long shots.47 But what if they are the only substantive long shots 
we have? Much as the Cupeño continue to claim, following Chief Blacktooth 
more than a century ago, that land and home are not fungible and that Cupa 
must be returned for future generations to the descendants of its original occu-
pants, we are living through a period of pivotal claims-making in the courts by 
members of communities elsewhere insisting that their earthly homes are not 
theirs for others to obliterate. 

• • •

In Borrego Springs, the night before I returned to Claremont, I walked with 
Sa#ron and Jupiter in the warm, dark desert. I looked up, but there were no 
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stars. "e smoke had covered them. Or rather, the stars were still there. We had 
simply altered our atmospheric view of them. I remembered a line from Am-
itov Ghosh’s meditation on climate change in !e Great Derangement, when 
he considers what future generations will make of the absurd ever-normalizing 
ideas and cultural forms we clung to. “What can they do other than to con-
clude that ours was a time when most forms of art and literature were drawn 
into the modes of concealment that prevented people from recognizing the 
realities of their plight?”48

I thought about the cases being argued by intrepid youth, who are so like 
my own college students, terri!ed of the future the adults around them have 
conceded may be unlivable, and hopeful that their teachers, their leaders, their 
neighbors, their fellow citizens, will set them, all of us, on a path of seeing and 
healing.

It is worth asking what would happen if judges in these atmospheric trust 
lawsuits permit climate trials to go forward. What would it look like to have 
children speak directly to adults in a court of law, explaining their fears about 
the livability of their own future? In courtrooms packed with children, as has 
occurred during procedural hearings where judges have presided over argu-
ments about standing, magistrates’ discomfort with the situation is palpable.   
In a trial, a generation of adult jurors would be asked the harrowing question, 
point blank, if children’s lives have value.

Again, as Alice Walker imagines of Earth, the planet has given itself into 
the keeping of all, and all are therefore accountable. As the intrepid Judge Jo-
sephine Staton wrote in a searing dissent from a U.S. Ninth Circuit Court of 
Appeals panel denial of standing to a group of youth plainti#s in the climate 
lawsuit, Juliana v. U.S., “Waiting is not an option,” she wrote. “"ose alive 
today are at perhaps the singular point in history where society (1) is scientif-
ically aware of the impending climate crisis, and (2) can avoid the point of no 
return.”49

We grownup humans, we who have allotted ourselves some modicum of 
voice vis-à-vis states, we who did not ask to inherit this crisis of impending 
self-exile from home, have no choice but to face the !res and acknowledge why 
they are burning and why they will not be readily extinguished in our lifetimes. 
By stepping away from the fantasy of a changeless now, of the subdivision as 
solidity, of reclamation of paradise from desert, of care of self and property over 
care of the environment, we step toward the possibility of a compromised but 
real continuity of life for those just barely here.
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